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Trade show attendance can have a phenomenal impact on 
a company’s growth. No matter what size your company is 
at the present time exhibiting is extremely affordable and 
the “cost-benefit” trade-off is nothing short of extraordinary. 
With planning and foresight, you can successfully attend a 
trade show and stay within budget. Trade shows afford an 
incredible opportunity to meet face-to-face with decision 
makers in your field or industry. Many small businesses 
have received large orders as a result of their interaction 
with the right parties at a trade show. 

Your exhibit makes a strong statement about who your 
company is, what you do, and how you do it. We are here 
to help you make that statement and along the way to help 
you through the pitfalls of overspending on the show floor. 
Absolute Exhibits is a full service exhibit house. Others 
say that they offer the same services, however we have 
put our money where our mouth is and we oversee every 
part of the trade show experience from exhibit design and 
fabrication to paperwork management and exhibit logistics. 

Working with Absolute Exhibits encompasses a smal l 
army of people. We do not outsource a project, we are the 
complete and entire resource. One call. And that is how 
we show you the money …the money savings that is! 

Jan Koren
President

INTRODUCTION
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WHO WE ARE

2000 2002 20042003 2005 2007

AE opens in 
Orange, CA

Named MERO-TSK 
exclusive national 

distributor

Wurzbürg, Germany 
office opens

Las Vegas office opens Displays and Exhibits
opens

Company headquarters
moved to Tustin, CA
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Absolute Exhibits is headquartered in Tustin, California, with additional office and warehouse facilities in Las Vegas, 
Nevada and Orlando, Florida. It is a full service, family-owned, exhibition firm focusing on the design and fabrication of 
custom exhibits for domestic and international trade shows, corporate showrooms, and museum exhibits. We manage 
all aspects of a company’s exhibit including design and planning, fabrication, coordination of show services, logistics, 
and supervision of installation and dismantle. In the past few years we have added a variety of design, storage, and 
construction facilities in Chicago, Germany, Romania, and most recently in Peru. 

The Koren family’s driving force to launch a family-run exhibit business that emphasizes client relationships is a holdover 
from their previous furniture business an additional generation ago. That was an investment for the long term and 
it became a rewarding accomplishment at the end of every day. The foundation of their current business is built on 
traditions and values as defined by that older generation …and redefined today to adapt to the changing world. A much 
valued life lesson that is intended to be handed down generation to generation.

Today

Bucharest, Romania 
office opens

Concierge 
 Service opens

20112008 20122010 20142009

In house print shop 
opens

Company owned
long haul shipping

opens

E-commerce 
Displays & Exhibits opens 

(www.displaysandexhibits.com)

Orlando, FL office 
opens

04tel: +1.714.685.2800 www.absoluteexhibits.com



STAFF AND FACILITIES
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The Absolute Exhibits staff is situated in three modern facilities.  
Our headquarters is in Tustin, California where the majority of our 
sales, accounting, and design staff reside.  Our largest facility is 
in Las Vegas where the greatest part of our engineering, project 
management, and manufacturing staffs are located.  In addition 
we have a smaller, 25,000 square foot facility in Orlando, Florida 
with a smaller duplicated staff for the eastern coast.  We also keep 
segments of our trucking and warehousing departments on each 
coast.  

Our employees are chosen by a compendium of criteria. First and 
foremost is their affinity to work within the confines of the trade 
show industry. Long hours, do or die deadlines, the satisfaction 
of seeing architecture designed and built in short periods of time.  
Secondly craftsmanship, pride in their work, and also the ability 
to take a paperclip, a rubberband, and a piece of chewing gum in 
an emergency and fix a problem! Designers and engineers with 
college degrees. Account executives that did not come from the 
local used car lot, are highly educated, understand a multitude of 
industries and services, and can relate the marketing side of trade 
shows no matter what industry your company represents. Customer 
service leads our criteria and a bonus plan sits in front of every 
staff member that meets that criteria.

Finally we have added financial based partnerships in a number of 
cities in the USA and outside the country to stretch our abilities 
to help our clientele. We have partnerships in Chicago and have 
reached across the Atlantic to both Germany and Romania. We have 
just begun a new relationship in Peru as well. We are constantly 
measuring new affiliations with companies that will care for our 
clients as we do.
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TRADESHOW STRATEGY AND PLANNING

Absolute Exhibits has a team for each area of exhibit 
development. Our teams include highly educated people with 
years of trade show experience. Everyone of these people have 
pounded the trade show floor to grasp the latest technologies for 
design and graphics, as well as the engineering of exhibits. This 
has allowed us to hang sports cars from free-standing walls, signs 
that appear to fly without rigging. At the same time we engineer 
these technologies with weight in mind to keep drayage fees low.  
Then we turn to project management and the massive amounts 
of show paperwork, the nuances of coffee and food services, 
and the subtlety of calling in favors for targeted date changes.

Absolute Exhibits has two manufacturing facilities, one in 
Las Vegas, Nevada and the other in Orlando, Florida. In these 
facilities we build the exhibits, warehouse everything until ship 

to show dates, and store client owned materials and graphics 
until their next show.  This is also where we house all of our audio 
visual equipment, show flooring, and a multitude of furniture.  
Additionally we have an in-house shipping service using company 
owned trucks that is stationed on both sides of the country.  
Virtually all of our rental exhibits are shipped to the show in our 
trucks.
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DESIGN MANUFACTURING

ENGINEERING
PRINTING

GRAPHICS
WAREHOUSING

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SHIPPING

The designers are all college educated many with multiple degrees in architecture, 
industrial design, and other elements of design. All of our designers in southern 
California and Bucharest, Romania work hand in hand with our sales personnel and 
our clients using teleconferencing or office meetings to attain every possible nuance 
needed within an exhibit space. No two exhibits are ever alike nor are the needs of 
our clients ever the same and the years of working together in a team atmosphere 
have allowed our designers to win many awards on the show floor.

Manufacturing and fabrication are produced in Las Vegas, Nevada and Orlando, 
Florida. Each city has a team of carpenters run by a shop foreman in tandem with a 
manufacturing manager to oversee every project. Additionally we have specialists in 
metal fabrication, painting, systems organizers, carpet cleaners, furniture specialists, 
along with AV equipment experts to help clients from around the world match their 
equipment to the equipment we use on the USA show floors. It truly takes a village 
to build an exhibit.

The engineering department is located in our Las Vegas, Nevada facility on hand 
for the manufacturing and production of seventy five percent of all of our exhibits.  
Engineers make certain that all elements of our exhibits are fundamentally sound 
and that the intrinsic parts such as the hidden doors behind the plasma screens, or 
the valves running the water fountains are there, accessible and working. Additionally 
engineers “take the load off” the massive weight of the beautifully designed exhibits 
that must move onto the exhibition floor under massive drayage billing constraints.

Graphic print departments are located in Las Vegas, Nevada and Orlando, Florida. 
We have print technologists that work in teams and can print 24 hours a day during 
busy seasons.  The ability to print at the last minute allows clients to make necessary 
changes on the spot. Our state of the art equipment moves our printing processes at 
lightening speeds and manages clients budgetary objectives.

The graphics department sits in southern California sharing office space with the 
Absolute Exhibits’ design department. Our graphic artists are university educated 
and are artists as well as graphic artists and can draw without a computer! Alongside 
that talent they have an in depth knowledge of marketing and can turn out stunning 
logos, color palettes, exciting compositions, and of course the catalogue that you 
are looking at right now. Multi-talented they are on call for clients 24/7 for all graphic 
needs.

Storage facilities are in Las Vegas, Nevada and Orlando, Florida with some additional 
space in Tustin, California and Romania for exhibits we hold in Europe or storage of 
specialty items. While most of our clients choose to rent, a percentage do purchase, 
and for those clients we provide traditional services of asset management, shipping, 
repair and refurbishments.

We have a large team of project managers. They work from both Las Vegas and 
Orlando and travel to most venue cities to oversee show installations. Multi-taskers 
with incredible organizational skills, calming personalities, with the ability to charm 
a snake in the grass, and also rainmakers that is what it takes to be a great project 
manager. Project managers work directly with the clients through the entire trade 
show experience in coordination with the sales personnel. They are the eyes and ears 
for all clients in our office, at the show contractors desk literally and figuratively, on 
our manufacturing floor, and finally at the installation and dismantle.

After many close calls using trucking companies not familiar with the trade show 
industry or using freight haulers designated for trade shows that were cost prohibitive, 
Absolute Exhibits, entered the logistics business for our clients a few years ago. 
Getting our client’s exhibits to the trade show floor, handled by our team of drivers 
who are familiar with every aspect of exhibits, most of them former floor workers, 
insures our clients that road damages will be kept to a minimum as their exhibits will 
arrive directly to a show from our warehouse only accompanied by additional exhibits.
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CUSTOM FABRICATION

Absolute Exhibits’ custom fabrications are destination points on 
the trade show floor, an amalgamation of form and experience that 
generates traffic and sales leads. We specialize in combining the 
element and power of a three-dimensional exhibit “environment” 
to produce an extension of the corporate client’s image. Our 
custom fabrications are the correct choice for companies that have 
precise detailed needs and superior resources. Custom exhibit 
options use cabinetmaking techniques and metal fabrication for 
construction. This building method allows for precise sizes, colors, 
curvatures and angles, required by a project. They are done to 
exacting measurements.

While custom fabrication is normally done for purchase exhibits 
we also have multi show contracted exhibits that use custom 
fabrication techniques. Additionally we have many previously 

fabricated custom rentals that can be changed to meet a client’s 
needs. These exhibits are also known for their clean lines, since 
they do not require the use of exposed modular aluminum 
extrusions. This customization does necessitate a larger budget 
for this fabrication technique. The cost per square foot of these 
jobs is significantly higher than a Modular Exhibit, since they are 
considered, a throwaway, in most cases.

Besides being customized to meet a particular company’s needs, 
they are not engineered to be modular, portable, easy to install 
or shipping friendly. Many of these projects have to be finished 
at show site, during setup. Custom exhibits typically have an 
intensive use of graphics and lighting along with other distinctive 
elements.
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INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITING

VISTAGY
JEC Composites 2009

BAUDUCCOPROMPERU
ISM GermanyBar Convent 2012

For many American exhibitors an international trade show is an 
unexplored exhibit option due to fear of the unknown. Exhibiting 
abroad is not new territory to Absolute Exhibits and we are thrilled 
to share our expertise with first timers! Working outside the USA 
can be a very confusing and intimidating. We do fifty percent of 
our domestic business with companies coming from outside the 
USA. In the past five or six years the tables have been turned and 
we have taken clients to Germany, the UK, France, Spain, Italy, 
Brazil, Mexico, Australia, Hong Kong, Macao, and just recently 
Dubai and Korea.

Today’s business climate demands that as a full service exhibit 
house we take our domestic clients internationally. The challenge 
is to catch the attention of qualified prospects by standing head 
and shoulders above the competition. How can you do that if you 
are not familiar with even the rules and regulations in a particular 

country? The experienced staff of Absolute Exhibits has been 
helping businesses achieve that special image of success on the 
international trade show floor. 

We begin by spending the time and effort in getting to know a 
client’s business, marketing, and image goals. Our proficiency 
is evident in all phases of the exhibit experience. Our goal is a 
well-planned, distinctive, and memorable representation of the 
client’s corporate image. We translate everything we do here and 
move it to the worldwide stage. We have a group of both foreign 
employees, as well as secure partnerships, to build exhibits 
across the world, considering budgetary needs foremost. We 
design in our US office, as well as our European office with full 
knowledge of tradeshow rules worldwide. Do not be frightened. 
Take the plunge.
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PAVILIONS
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A pavilion is a large exhibit space with a number of exhibitors 
under the same banner. This might be a country, a region, or a 
like product. Each exhibitor purchases exhibit space from the 
association that coordinates the pavilion. The key to a successful 
pavilion is to offer a great pre-marketing plan, quality exhibit 
spaces, and an additional menu of offerings and services for the 
individual exhibitor. Today’s global market continues to increase 
the ever-growing importance of international marketing. Making 
trade shows a vital tool for companies with a worldwide consumer 
base. The positioning of an international pavilion on a trade show 
floor under the large “flag” or signage of a particular country 
brings all eyes to a distinct area on the show floor, not allowing an 
attendee to miss your presence. A single smaller exhibit always 
takes the chance of getting lost in the sea of exhibitors, pavilions 
make a statement. It is the position of the pavilion coordinator to 

make certain that your statement determines your exhibitors to 
be representing the highest quality, most professional offerings 
on the show floor – the outward wrappings so to speak.

Our goal is to relieve the stress caused by multiple exhibitors 
within an exposition space. Whether your exhibitors are bound by 
a state, a group of state, a country, or an industry, in the end you 
must deal with the same set of issues. With years of building all 
types and styles of pavilions within all levels of budgets we know 
that our client must have a fixed price quote with all pricing up 
front including the layout and design of the entire pavilion with 
a furnished lounge area for pavilion exhibitors and clients and a 
fully equipped trade show booth area for each exhibitor. While 
there may not be a lounge area, or a storage closet, we do know 
that most importantly there will not be any post show billing!

PRO-CHILE
Produce Marketing Associaton Fresh Summit 2014

GERMANY GROWER-SHIPPER
Techtextil 2012 Produce Marketing Association Fresh Summit 2012 



GALLERY
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The following pictures have been taken at recent shows at venues across the USA. These particular exhibits have been selected as they 
represent the vast styles and budgets we have been able to meet.  It is always easy to present a showpiece and of course, we love to 
do that as much as any other company. However, we feel we shine best when we can take a reasonable budget and work side by side 
with our clients to be responsible and of course get the most “bang for their buck.”  We try to work in multi show contracts and reuse as 
many graphics and if custom elements are wanted or needed – reuse those as well.

RED SUN FARMS
United Fresh Produce Association Show 2014

ESPENOPTIMA
Lightfair International 2014Expo Pack Mexico 2012
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PETROBRAS FUJITSUHENRY THAYER

CIA MARITIMACOLORFUL HARVESTEASTERDAY KURARAY

FUNDACAO BIO RIO
OTC 2008 Optical Fiber Communication Conference 2012Natural Products Expo East 2014

Swim Show 2014Produce Marketing Association Fresh Summit 2012Produce Marketing Association Fresh Summit 2014 International Plastics Showcase 2012

Bio International Convention 2012
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RENDERINGS TO REALITY

Taking the client’s ideas and visions and turning them into actuality 
is our goal. At Absolute Exhibits we pride ourselves on building 
the design that we have sold to our clients. That may sound pretty 
elemental, but it is not. Look around the world of exhibit houses and 
most of what you see is renderings. Beautiful, color renderings of 
great ideas – right there on the paper. However, did they ever come 
to fruition? If so, do the actual builds look like the drawings?

Here is what we do at Absolute Exhibits - using our Rental Briefing 
and Design Request Form our team of designers begin a project 
with conceptual drawings. These are reviewed and revised by the 
client and their account executive. Changes are made before a 
3-Dimensional set of full color renderings are created using state 
of the art technology. Once a contract is signed the project moves 
to our engineering department where detailed plans are drawn pre-
construction. Finally the exhibit moves to the fabrication department, 
where it is built and sent to the show for installation and photography.
Pretty simple plan. You dream, we draw, you modify, we manufacture, 
and then we all move to the show floor to see your imagination 
come to life.

HEXCEL
Composites and Advanced Materials Expo 2014
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CELLULAR NEXT
CTIA Wireless 2014

EMBRACO
Air Conditioning, Heating, & Refrigeration Expo 2014
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DISPLAYS AND EXHIBITS

Walk the trade show floor and one realizes that two thirds of 
every floor is ten by ten foot spaces with small exhibits. Take 
another look into almost every exhibit space and you see branded 
table covers, director chairs, table covers in company colors – 
in fact it is like an army of interior designers has hit the show 
floor or maybe the fashion police! Where do the exhibitors buy 
all of those things? Right here. Displays & Exhibits is our online 
e-commerce website that will fill your shopping cart with all you 
need to make your display look professional.  

What is swag? That is all of the promotional giveaway items that 
litter the aisles of all of the trade shows. We sell a select amount 
of items that will shed the best light on companies allowing 
branding opportunities and items that will be kept on the desk, 
deskside, or on the attendees bories.  You will be remembered 

with our swag. Come see. Since you are talking to a segment of 
Absolute Exhibits you will get the same hand-held care and you 
will not just be dropping everything in your shopping cart alone.  
Additionally, if you have a need and cannot find what you are 
looking for – we will find it for you.



CONCIERGE
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Thanks so much for setting us up 
like royalty! What an incredible 

evening we had at “O.”

Dinner at Tao was magnificent. They 
don’t do Asian food like that in our 

neck of the woods!

A relationship with Absolute Exhibits goes well beyond renting 
or buying an exhibit display. When you come to our town – the 
sky is the limit. The word connected was coined for Las Vegas. 
Nightclubs, restaurants, show tickets, leisure activities – we 
have a connection to everything. We start in our office with our 
own concierge services for our current clients.  We encourage 
you to speak to your Absolute Exhibits Concierge after you have 
completed your order for your Las Vegas trade show for your 
imminent wants, needs and wishes for your Trade Show trip to 
Las Vegas. Whether it is show tickets for two or twenty – give 
us enough notice and we can help make your Trade Show time 
an incredible, never to be forgotten experience for you and your 
clients.

How do we do it? It’s all about whom you know in Las Vegas 
– and the longer you have been here the stronger the bonds 
become. Las Vegas is a big town with a small town ethic. We 
work with the top management of hotels, clubs, and restaurants 
and much more, across the board – we help them and they help 
us. We have built relationships over a number of years and with 
those associations we can offer unbelievable experiences for our 
clients.

Additionally as we have spent so much time in so many cities we 
have a few “hook-ups” ourselves.  We are very willing to help 
clients in all of the major show venues and remember we do 
have offices in Southern California and Orlando, Florida as well.

28



CORPORATE VIDEO PRODUCTION
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Video is an essential element of a branding program in order to 
challenge competition and stay current. The crowning achievement 
of a terrific trade show experience is what you present on your 
plasma screen or your video wall. Ninety percent of all of our 
design requests include a source to display a corporate video. 
Just as great time and consideration goes into the appearance of 
the trade show exhibit what goes on that screen is of tantamount 
importance. 

Our corporate video production team offers script writing, 
producing, directing, shooting, motion graphics and high-
definition editing. A complete in-house service. We produce the 
greatest corporate videos in a stress free environment for our 
clients. We will fly to your headquarters and within a short period 
of time a slice of perfection will be delivered to your company’s 

door. Our company videos are fresh, engaging, and professional 
corporate video that people WANT to watch. This is corporate 
video that is best described as ‘cinematic,’ and ‘dynamic.’ From 
concept to creation we will deliver unique, impactful, branded 
video content.  

Not to be forgotten all video presentation does not end in the 
exhibit booth.  You can also take this same video and upload it 
to your website and YouTube- then spread the word and improve 
your SEO immediately. Adding video to your website impresses 
and engages your visitors, and distinguishes you from the 
competition. Video motivates potential customers or clients 
to purchase your product or service like text cannot. Sixty-five 
percent of viewers will watch a video ad to the end as compared 
to less than 20% who finish an online sales page.
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BOOTH STAFFING

Absolute Exhibits offers personnel for both exhibitions and 
events who can provide an authentic background for your 
company, products and services. We have multi-lingual, tasteful 
hostesses and interpreters from both America and multi-
cultural backgrounds. Our personnel are comfortable with public 
appearances and capable of providing for any requirement you 
may have. Our personnel can act as spokes models, product 
specialists, servers, receptionists, and translators.

Exhibit Booth staffing is critical to the success of a tradeshow. 
While there is no substitute to having your highly trained, well 
prepared, seasoned sales and marketing team on hand to answer 
queries, sometimes your team will need reinforcements and we 
are here to help. Our people are appropriately skilled, come from 
a broad demographic spectrum, are non-intimidating, and most 

importantly will spend their employment time promoting your 
company to your customers and prospective clients. It is a new 
era of salesmanship today and while old school thoughts still 
exist, the truth is that that the new buyers are changing the trade 
show floor game. Relationship selling is still important however, 
without the right product there is no deal and all of the pretty 
women and slick selling, will not close the sale. Professionalism 
along with a great product are keys to your success.
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EVENT PLANNING

As most people know, event planning is an entire business, a very costly 
service.  We are very aware that our clients are budget conscious and must 
entertain continuously at trade show events.  We have a group of people 
in house that will work with clients to help plan for minimal fees dinners, 
banquets, entertainment, cocktail parties on the show floor – you name and 
we have probably done it.  We have also added trade show elements to major 
events at resorts inside and outside of the USA.  We have event planners that 
travel with us and we can arrange for headliners, multi-national entertainers, 
singing schoolchildren, mimes, and clowns.  We added pageantry to our list 
of accomplishment a decade ago and we keep adding to our resume.



INTERIOR EXHIBITS & INTERPRETIVE GRAPHICS

Absolute Exhibits understands that interpretation can be a 
complex process of planning, design, fabrication and installation. 
Our project commitment is be to have a solid planned course of 
action that will ensure your project’s success. We can help with 
your interpretive signage or exhibit project no matter what stage 
of the process your project is in. Whether your organization is a 
museum, visitor’s center, aquarium, park, wildlife refuge, nature 
conservancy, resort, garden, or other location, our staff has the 
expertise and tools to achieve your interpretive signage goals. 
Absolute Exhibits will provide you with the quality products and 
the exceptional customer service that you need in order to have 
your exhibits delivered to you or your customers on time and 
within budget.

Absolute Exhibits is dedicated to offering the latest technology, 
materials and services to our customers. Outdoor signs and 
interpretive panels have come a long way in the last 10 years. 
Enhanced digital print technology and new material options 
outdoor signs and interpretive panels have become more 
durable and offer more vibrant colors than ever before. Absolute 
Exhibits offers the latest sign products and interpretive panels 
for any application within any budget. These options have various 
advantages in different situations. We offer a full line of graphic 
products including, wall murals, backlit displays, directionals, floor 
displays and graphics. as well as fabric banners and backdrops. 
Our staff has the experience to discuss your project in detail and 
recommend a combination of materials and techniques that best 
suit to your specific needs.
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“Absolute Exhibits has constructed and installed exceptional stands and pavilions 
for our institution. They provided excellent service for Etihad at GBTA 2014, as they 
always have for the Benchmark team. ” 
          – Etihad, GBTA 

“I wanted to thank you again for everything you and the rest 
of the Absolute Team did to make our booth at PMA Fresh 
Summit a success. Your entire team was so very professional 
and helpful with everything we needed from start to finish in the 
process, and the booth’s construction, look and feel exceeded 
our expectations. Thanks again for everything. I look forward to 
working with everyone again this next year!” 
       – RPE, PMA 

“I wanted to take the time to tell you what an incredible time I had 
with these last two shows working with the Absolute Exhibits 
staff. Both teams did an awesome job. They were both extremely 
attentive to our needs and went above and beyond to resolve 
any issues. My compliments to your management for hiring such 
talented individuals.The show in Dallas evaluates each of the 
exhibits by size and awarded the NOV Ameron Booth with a silver 
award! Our exhibit in Atlanta was totally eye catching I don’t think 
anyone had a problem locating NOV Ameron.” 
     – Ameron, AWWA/Windpower

“Once again, I wanted to personally thank you and all your stellar staff for making our 
participation at the Paris Air Show a success one.  Without Absolute’s assistance and 
support, this show would not have been a success much less possible. Everyone 
from the Oklahoma delegation, including Governor Fallin, was very complimentary 
of the booth design and functionality. I, especially, was impressed with all the details 
that went into this booth and how it really stood out from all the rest to make one 
of the best booths the state has ever had. Overall, your company exceeded our 
expectations, so we were just glad to have you and your staff as part of our team for 
this show.” 
    – Oklahoma Department of Commerce, Paris Air Show 

“Thank you for your work in making Natural Products Expo West possible for Essential 
Living Foods. The booth looked amazing in the end and your work is really appreciat-
ed. We are looking forward to working with your team again” 
       – Essential Living Foods, NPEW

TESTIMONIALS
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